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CARRY ICE HOME
FOR THEMSELVES

0

PADLTCAH. KY.. WEDNESDAY EVENING. JULY 10 1907.
WEATHER FORECASX.

NUISANCE GOES
ON JUST THE SAME

Citizens Don't Wait For Wagon to Come to Them

While City Boards Disclaim
Authority to Abate

Somehow, They Demand More Ice
Than Usual Just We-mac It's
Hard to Get.

Bradshaa's Creek Gives Trouble to
West End Residents Because of
City Drain.

PROBABLY END OF THE FAMINE.

HAVE NO

BOARD

10 CENTS PER WEEK

cURRENT PROBLEMS

HEAT PROSTRATES
SHARPE CITIZEN
Plowing in Field When Sun
Overcomes Him
Mrs. Kate Whittemore Stephens Dying at Home at Benton--Death
at Sharpe.

OF HEALTH.
BANK

BUILDING

AT

MURRAY.

RAIN

Measurably relieved but still the
West end residents come out of
cause of much inconvenience, the
of their houses after sun-down
Sharpe, Ky,
, July 10 (Special.)--.
to
ice famine today finds the consumers ..bocal thunder showers tonight and find a breath of fresh air to cool
While mowing bay in a field,
Henry
and the distributors on better terms Thursday. Not much change in their scotching persons, and
Grubbs, a well known and popular
they
temperature
and with a near prospect of complete
. Highest temperature retreat precipitately from their front
farmer of this vicinity, was overcome
harmony. The output of ice at the yesterday, 100; lowest today, 75.
porches, driven back by the awful
with heat and for some time was
in
First street factory has not increasstench that rises from stagnant wad critical condition.
Today he is beted but the South Third street factoter in Bradshaw's creek.
ter and in a few days is expected
to
GLIDDEN +OUR.
r) is turning out a fine quality of the
This situation exists particularly
be completely recovered.
Cleveland,
July
10.—At mincommodity and in quantities suffion Jefferson street between SevenThe infant child of Mr. and Mrs.
ute intervals this morning 82
cient to effect the famine for the
teenth and Nineteenth streets, and
Ervin Miller died last night of conautomobiles which will take
better.
the city is responsible for the nuisgestion of the brain.
The burial
part in the annual Glidden tour,
Shrewd practises rested to by
ance. Siinitary Inspector J. M. Moltook place this afternoon at 4 o'clock
slipped
out
of
cleveland
on
the
the general public to secure ice are
Irr went out to that section of the
In Bethelem eettretery
way to Toledo for the first day's
the feature of today's situation. Recity thjs morning on complaint fermi
Mrs. Jane Morrison, a popular
run,
sixteen hundred miles will
alizing that the mountain is not likethe residents and found that the
tnatron of this place, is critically ill
be traveled, and the principal
ly to come to them, many consumers
stagnant water which
causes the
of measles and
the chances are
cities to be visited are Toledo,
have gone, like Mahomet, ,to the
stench, was drained through city
against her recovery,
Chicago,
Ind
la
naslolis,Col
umbus,
mountain. Vehicles of every descrippipes and from the streets. It has
----Pittsburg,
Philadelphia, and
tion have surrounded the office
formed a pool near 'the street withof
Rebuilding Murray.
New York. There will be
no
the ice distributing companies, suout any outlet. The scorching sun
Murray, Ky., July 10. (Special.)—
racing, a 20 mile-tut-hour gait
burban residents and mani. In the
has dried up the creek at all points
Work has started on the new twobeing
necessary.
heart of the city cowing in persou
exceat. where a, pool h3d formed and
story brick building of the Farmers'
.•'
after their ice. In all cases these dethese pools Alice become pregnant
and Merchants' National bank on
ROBS CORPSE.
the
mands have been met and the conwith malarial odors.
west side, where the fire cleaned out
Little Rock, Ark., July 10.—
sequence has been ,o change the
On Broadway parallel with the
legal
row. This is the first structure
Bud Jackson, undertaker, was
order of distribution materially. The
Jefferson street nuisance, another
—
erected in the burned block, bet sevsentenced to six months in jail
more ice geld from the downtown ofPool is causing 'a miasmatic atmoseral more will follow soon.
today. John Parnell was buried
fices, the less there is to take out In
phere for the residences surroundJ. Ed Owen, president of the farmyesterday and suspicions were
the wagons.
ing. Street Inspector Elliott several
ers' and Merchants' bank, is critical:smutted at the grave. Relatives
Human nature, too, has come 'in
weeks ago attempted to abate this
—Berryman in Wo•hinc3t*n 3'.".
ly ill of typhoid fever.
opened the casket and found a . nuisance by throwing crushed
to complicate the situation, as the
rock
WIN Alderson, county jailer, is ill
shroud, for uhich they had paid
ice men report .an even greater deinto the .sink hole, but it has not
at his home threatened with typhoid
a handsome price, 'NUS missing.
mand for ice than is normal for this
been effective.
fever.
Charges were filed against the
temperature. It is due to the desire
Different departments of the city
undertaker.
for the community increasing with
government
disclaim
jurisdiction
Fell and Broke Arm.
the consciousness that it is hard to
over the nuisancee. The board of
Hard Money, July PO. (Special)-;-get, and yet this is not altogether
public works, when appealed to last
REBATES.
While out picking blackberries yeswithout practical foundat:on, as the
Chicago, July 10.—The fedweek by inspector Moller, informed
terday afternoon about Il o'clock Mrs.
housewife not knowing about tomerhim that it was not their business.
eral grand Jury today returned
Audacious nerve in the highest de- tine lump coal. Taking the coal to
Mary Boyd fell while climbing out of
row's supply, orders as much as t$e
Inspector Moller thinks it is, but is
indictments against the Santa Fe
a ditch and broke her right forearm.
wagons will allow her, thus decreasinterested principally now in getting gree was that exhibited by two col- Cunningham's office, he presented it
Railroad company, alleging
it
ing the distance a given amount of
the nuisances abated to relieve the ored boys this mognIng, in the coal to the coal man. "Well, I'll declare':, Fear Hostilities and Suggest Dr. Edward Adams, of Florence stagranted Um United States auger
the startled coal man exclaim(/
tion, was called and
1
41, "If
ice will go. One driver said he went
residents of the un.healthful stench, yards
the fracand Land company 05,000 in
of H. Miller.Cunningham on I did not loan that
Advisability of Assuring Ja- ture. She Is restingreduced
wheelbarrow to
Ss fat, m Fountain avenge yesterday
rather than in a quarrel over juriswell today,
rebates. An indietment also was
Phinket's
Hill.
'Special
Policentan
two
,
boys
not
more than five mitintes
on his route with ice, carrying 3,000
diction.
voted against E. H. Stafferd
pan She Can Not:Depend on
D,ck Tolbert, of 'the Illinois Central, ago, and here they are stealing my
pounas, but today 3,500 pounds carMrs. Stephens Is Dying,
As for the hoard of .health, it is
Furniture eompany in connecrouted
them when be saw them mak- coal and carting it away in my own
ried hi oleo farther than Eleventh
one
Bentou, Ky., July 14. (Special.)—
department
of the municipal govGreat
Britain's
tion with the furniture trust
Aid
ing away with a wheelbarrow,full of wheelbarrow."
Street. However, this might largely
Mrs. Kate Whittemore Stephens, widernment that does not exist officially
eases, a concern charged with vibe due to other persons than his regow of the late John A. Stephens, Is
at present. Owing to the resignation
olating the Elkins anti-trust law.
ular customers on his route, buying
reported dying today of an illness of
of two members and the absence of
RECALL OF AOKI IS URGED. lond standing.
of hitt.
another from the city, a quorum to
Her maiden name
CASSIE CHADWICK.
transact business cannot be gotten,
No Favorites.
was Whittemore and she is a native
Columbus,
July
10.-4itssie
Ordinarily there is a sharp rivalry
and the board is powerless to take
of Graves c,ounty. She is a middle
Chadwick, queen of finance, may
between the two
any official action. Slaughter houses,
distributing
ice
aged woman and has two children.
he
given
London,
parole
a
some
She
lute
July 10.— For the first Mr.
companies over customers, and condistilleries, stagnant pools, dirty alWhittemore
Stephens, well
time since the dispute between the
complained of illness recently
sinners have their favorites between
leys, and other unsanitary conditions
known here, and a daughter, MarUnited
some
States
and
spent
has
time
in
and
the
Japan
arose
Engthe two, but they have ignored these
can proceed Merrily until the council
lish papers today speak of war as a garet, lil years old.
hoepital. There is a question
considerations and
elect:, the new members apt' until the
the consumers
- —
possibility, by alecussing the
board
whether
the
of pardons
have bought from whom they conld,
absent members returns.
Mechanicsburg People Circu Tentacles Encompass Earth tude Great Britain must assumeattican parole federal prisoners.
in
while generally the ice men
have
the event of hostilities.
sold to anybody. Preference neverDIES TO SAVE HOME FOR WIFE
late Stock Subscription Pa- and it Monopolizes Practi- They show
apprehension
as to
FACTORY COLLAPSES.
theless has been shown to their regoutcome and in the event of war
Philadelphia,
ular customers.
July
per and Propose to Build call the World's Business in the
IOWA Man Commits Suicide That In10. —
between the two countries it probaBridgeman Bros. Iron Pipe fate.
Many persons have gone to the
surance May Lift alortngage.
bly will be the duty of England to
Tracks
on
Filth
Street
collapsed
ice factories to buy Ice but no ice
This
Des
Moines, July 10.—Four hours
late this aftertory
Product
inform Japan that under no circumbefore the sheriff was to put his
noon. An unconfirmed report
is sold la retail quantities there. Corstances could she support her in a
ner grocery stores, who sent their
home on sale for debts Hiram S. Masays a number of people were
war against America.
Another German Immigrant arson shot himself in his barn at Altoodelivery wagons after* ice, have
killed.
WOULD It1111X:E ISLAND CREEK. THE GO% EliNNIENT ENTERS
rived today to join the colony of
na this mornin. He was once wealhelped their customers, who could
SUIT.
To Recall ,old.
planters on the Benton road. He Is
not get Ice from the wagons.
thy, but his fortune had been graduThe
GRAIN MARKET.
Tokio, July 10.-- The Nisei-Shim- Herr John Beneschke, and like his
ally dissipated by had investments.
housewife may have botight ice at
Cincinnati, July 10.—Wheat.
bun today declares Viscount Aoki, countrymen, he comes with
Facing loss of his home by foreclonoon Monday, while it was dark
be.
money
Subscription papers for a street
04; corn, 57; oats, 48.
New York, July 10.--Sult was be- Japanese ambassador to
sure, he determined to save it for
the United sufficient to purchase a small tract of
fore she got it Tuesday. Today a.ncar line from Mechanicsburg to cross gun in the court for the
other hour may be reached before the
his aged wife by suicide, having left
southern dis- States, is expected in Japan in Octo- land, lie carries a letter of introHAYWOOD TRfAL.
will directing that the mortgage be Island creek by a new bridge and trict of New York today for the dis ber. Extreme dissatisfaction is dis- duction from A. H. Veitsberger, the
a
ice conies and the result is to keep
hoist. July 10.-4lharies U.
played by many over Aoki's apparent agent employed by the immigration
lifted by his life insurance. His fam- come into Broadway by way of Fifth solution of
her on the anxious seat all the
me American Tobacco
Moyer, president of the Western
friendliness to the United States and association
ily life had been
time.
happy, but the street, are being
Federation of Miners. jointly accirculated in Me- company, known as the Tobacco his recall is
frequently urged.
downward slip in the financial scale chanicsburg
Groceries have
noticed a falling
this week and several Trust. The charges indicate that the
cused with William Haywood,
had broken his spirit.
Girl Falls Into Hot Pie.
off in the amount of foCid,
-Ittiffs orthousand dollars haveasabeen
meta-teary, of the euurdesr of tot-Atsub- government has fished Its biggest ocBaltimore, aid , July 1,0.—JosephNo Denial
dered as the housekeepers have no
scribed toward tke entertiritie. Peo- topus. The petition' declares the
er Governor'Stuen'enberg. took
Washington, D. .7.37170.-- The ine Eavy-, a Washington country girl,
means of
preserving
perishable
ple in that section are desirous qf se- treat hos encompassed the. entire,
the stand today to testify in he.,,
Japanese embassy authoriyes an'em- while helping her mother to bake
goods and order only a meal al the
oriel
curing
street car facilities and an
With iteteliLtrleg, and'says
He showed
half of Haywood
phatic denial of the report trent The Custard pied today, was seized with a
time.
effort was made by the Paducah that through the acquirement of forthe effects of seventeen months
Hague that Japan
has notified the fainting spell and fell face downward
On the platform of the ice factoTraction company to meet the de- eign interests and combinations it
confinement. His early examiUnited States if it cannot control the into a bait. pie Only her eyes escaped
ries. while the wagons are waiting
will
mand,
actually
inability
but
relating
of
devoted
monopolize
to
the city and
nation was
the tobacco situation in San Francisco,
the Jap- injury,
for their loads, which may be sevthe traction conipany to agree on the business of the world unless relief at
his connection with the miners'
anese government wou:d feel at liberal hours at the time, the drivers
apportioning of the expense of re- once is granted. Almost fifty comunion.
erty to deal with the Californiabs
lie around-So gel.stest. They have run
building haidatea over Wan,
'creek, panies In the combination are named direct.
at all hours of the day and far Into
In
the
blocked
efforts
all
so far.
petition.
SAWED TO PIECES.
Will Not Begin Operations Un- has
the night, while as early as 3
rucyrtim. (thin. July 10.—
ROUSTABOUTS DISAGREE;
o'clock in the morning they are at It
til the N. C. & St. L. Extends
METROPOLIS MARRIAGES.
White sawing wood with a cirMrs. bathelle Allen.
ONE RETORTS SHARPLY.
again. When they reach the factories
Wm.
Metropolis,
today.
near
here
111.. July 14 lflpecial.1
cular saw
Mr. Jerry Corbett was called to
Switch
they sleep and rest until their turn
Across
Creek
to
Site
--The following couples were marIlewell was thrown onto the saw
Owingsville this morning at 1:40
Making each other's acquaintance
comes at the chute,
ried today by Magistrate Thomas Ligand literally sawed to pierce,
of the Factory
o'clock by the deatil etitaltis motherthis afternoon at 1 o'clock it did not
It is probable that this will be the
gett: Edwin Dudley • and Margaret
dying instantly.
in-law. Mrs. Isabelle Allen. Mrs. Alrequire Dave Dundridge. colored, and
10.t day of serious
inconvenience
Moore. pj Paducah; William Stallings
Allen MeCullom, ealored, hatter
len a* nearly 80 )'ears old. She died
a fellow roustabout, many minutes to
from a Scarcity of ice.
nd, AHOY Adeock, of Calvert • City,
HORSE STRUCK HI' CAR IS
deelSe that they' were temperamen- known as Clarence- Trop. who was
Monday of general debility. She was
arested last week for disorderly conMAIMED AND THEN SHOT. THE MATERIAL FOR TRESTLE. born in Virginia but since childhood Ky.: Everett Cooper, of New Liber- tally incompatibl
e, as they say in the
Sir Comm Doyle To Marry,
ty, Ill.. and Maggie Mason, of Uniondivorce petitions. Dave in their short duct, fined $71 and costs and Monday
Owingeville
at
had
resided
.
She
London, July 10 — Sir Arthur Co_
ville,
S. A Franklin and Mary acquaintance did
An outbound car on the Union
leaves the following children: Mrs.
not even learn his removed to the county jail from the
nan Doyle, the novelist, who created station line at 11:43 o'clock .this
Gartner, of Paducah.
companion's name. After discussing city pail as insane, died in the county
Brooks
Mrs.
city:
R.
Corbett,
Jerry
C.
the character of "Sherlock Holmes", morning ran over the leg of a horse
J. M. Finley. owner of the glass
jall this morning at 4 o'clock. Fever
the topies peculiarly interesting
to
Is to be married in September to near Adams street on Eighth street, plant in Mechanicsburg, will arrive Oklahoma; Miss Linda Allen. Mr.
caused by heat was the cause of
roustabouts
Crwingsville.
.
they
Two
slitFrank
struck
Allen,
a
subject
Mies Jean Leckie.
cutting It off at the ankte. The In the city next Monday to hurry up ters survive her. The funeral will
MeCtillem Was about
about which they disagreed and that death.
5'fi
preparations for starting the
horse was loose and stood by the the
brought into play all the old and ma- years old and came here from Meafternoon.
occur
this
plant. Until the N., C. and St. L.
track until the ear got near when it
ny new "cuss" words coined during tropolis years ago. He conducted
builds its spur track up to the facstarted to move away and fell. Its
this
hot spell. Turning his hack on barber shops in various portions of
Opposes Rifles in Schools.
was tory, operations on any large scale
leg shot under the ear and
his new found companion. Dave was the city, and was for years running
10.--The
July
Angeles,
would
presibe
Loe
unprofitable
.as
both
the finstruck hy the rear trucks. The horse
walking off in disdain of wordy bat- on the river, lie was overheated
ished product and the raw materials dent of the nation and the president
was shot as V would have been usetles, when a sharp pain in his back over a week ago and after being arEducational
associaare bulky, making cartage expenelve. of the Natioael
less. It is suppotted that the heat The timbers
Tangled In the bed clothes gasping brought him face about. He didn't rested showed symptoms of insanity.
for the trestle across Is- tion have loheil horns. President
have tins to analyze the cause of hls Yesterday morning he was adJudes
made the horse unsteady in Its move- land creek
for the sour track, have Roosevelt hae gone on record In fa- weakly for breath. Claudio, Arnold,
pain before It was made self-evident of unsound mind, and colleted to
ments,
been placed on the ground and the vor of the introduction of rifle prac- the five-months-old son ofWiley Arnwith a decisive jab In the left arm. Hopkineville. This morning at 4
Ben Harper, 35 years old, an emrailroad will start, to Work immedi- tise in the public school "Is a peace old, a colored farmer reildink three
Then
.he knew
he had
been cut o'clock women from
ploye at Entelish's saw
the
mill just MAYOR v Fawn IlMPIttoVIN;
hospital
President
ately. Mr. Finley has a file of letters meesnre."
C miles from Paducah on the Pool road,
Nathan
twice and started into action him- ward in the county jail, summoned
BEEN SICK WITH FlCVER. from glass blowers
south of Pad Ileah. was overcome
inquiring about Schaeffer today Vitt himselt on rec- was found by his mother when she
self. But, his companion fled and net 1:1,lical.ieY Bud Howie, who found mewith heat, while-we/king at. Third
erbieletwirr here with the
irokts ITV 'yesterday • morning: The
`81earill: OpP6Mtion to the plan.
liking courts, anyhow, Dave &typified Cullom expiring. Yoete9;lay
street and Kentucky avenue at noon
Mityor D. A Velaer, who has been ing to Patlucat to work.
after-Hid had been slowly suffocating,
the patrolmen he saw and sought a noon the patient's fever was 10
today. Medical atteriaton. was given 411 with fever at his rotintry home,
0%.
Can't Work Enough; Tries To Die. while the parents slumbered. Dr. doctor who stitched up his
wound. This morning Coroner Frank Laker.
by Dr. William Washatirn, and the was able to sit up today and is eonRe-Elected Senator.
RecaLse hr Van Davis was called but too late to Duutirldg worked on
Peru, Ind., July In
the
held
patient was sent to Riverside hos- sidered much improved. He has been
Clyde.
an inquest, the verdict being
Atlanta, Os , July
10 —United could not do as much work as ht do any good. After lingering R short
pital. Harper was uneonielous for suffering from malaria more than a States Senator
that the man came to his death from
Bacon
was torley Wanted to Wilbert Barnhart, a fat- time the Infant succumbed. This
New York City pay. 171( a year natural valises
several Mirtutee sad is In a critical Wk, and has not been in his offirelanyettimOutly re-elected
The body is being
for
in in'.1c and trieri morning at 11 o'clock the funeral for the rats
full mer, became a
and mica that the rep- held pending the arrival
cOSSIttell,
for two days.
iterin beginning March 4, 11107.
of relatIree
was
held.
tOd..
himself.
thregslaseas
tile* of Bronx zoological park eat.
from Metropolis,Metropolis,
1;-

Borrow From Owner Wheelbarrow ENGLISH PAPERS
In Which to Carry Away His Coal DISCUSSING WAR

(N

4

STREET CAR LINE TOBACCO TRUST
FROM SOUTH SIDE - BIGGEST OF ALL

ANOTHER GERMAN
FARMER ARRIVES

l

GLASS PLANT IS
READY FOR TRACK

I

PRISONER MRS . .
IN COUNTY JAIL

SAWMILL EMPLOYE
FALLS FROM HEAT

CHILD SMOTHERS
WHILE SLEEPING

1

a
PAR" /WS

THE PADUCAti
Leto 1ove children and no home
can be completely happy without them, yet the ordeal throuila
which thi expectant mother
must pass usually is so full of suffering, FROG

WOMMI'S

Nape

vENIN6 SUN:

LOST BUGGY

WEDNES

Nachoaal League,
HUNTERS 1 NB ITTINOLV
R H B
T.1KE GREAT RISKS.
danger and fear that she looks forward
ftraeklyn
Riser Report.
1 10 1
to the critical lpiur with apprehens
Cairo
7 9 4)
.23.6 0.3 fall Chicago
ion
Batteries--Bell and Ritter; Overall
Chattanooga .. .... 3.7 0.1 fall
and dread. Mother's Friend, by its peneFaced Winchester Shotgun and Bare- Cincinnati ........15.0 0.5 fall and Rltng.
trating and soothing properties, allays nausea,
nervousness, and
Evansville
...... 9.7 (1.2 fall
ly Escaped Arrest
Detectives
all unpleasant feelings, and so prepares
the system for the
Furence
2.0 0.3 fall
•
summoned by Owner.
R H
ordeal that she passes through
Johnsonville ..
4.5 0.4 fall New Yoak
5 9 3
Mt. Carmel
3.2 0.4 fall St. Louis
the event safely and with but
3 5- 5
Nashville .. •....... 7
0.3 fall' Batteries--Mathewson and Bowerlittle suffering, as numbers have
Poaching on thy frog preoerves of Pittsburg
....... 5.5 0.2' fall man; Lush, Fromme and Noonan,
testified and said, "it is worth
Dr. W. H. Sanders, of Arcadia, Mr. St. Louis
st'd
20.4
John Itehkopf and a prominent I. C. Mt. Vernon
its weight in gold." $1.00 per
9.3 0.4 stal
Second game.
railroad shop foreman, had to face a Paducah ..........10.7 0.6 fall
bottle of druggists.
R H
Book containing frlen
Winchester shotgun, saw their buggy
New York
6 6 4
valuable information mailed free.
Captain Young Taylor, of the dry St. Louis
confiscated and were, subjected to
5 10 4
THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta,
threatened arrest, last night. They dohlts, worked his men in the broiling
Batteries--MeGinnity and BowerGe•
had gone to the „Sanders farm, where sun yesterday to raise the C. M. Pate man; Beege and Marshall.
frog gigging is excellent, a pond on .by a given time to retain the job, and
the farm being well stocked with the last night he stood the treats for the
R H E
largest species of bull frog. They whole force and gave each man a Philadelphia
4 9 4
were unaware that Dr. Sanders for- straw hat to boot. The Nellie and Pittsburg
8 12 0
bids frog gigging, and were enjoying the C. M. Pate will be, on tht dry
Batteries-Sparke and Jacklltsch;
the sport when the owner of the pre- docks for ten days receiving repairs. Willis, Cumnitz and Gibson.
serves confiscated their buggy. He
The Castilla was being scrubbed
was armed with a Winchester shot- down and put into shape at the AyerSecond game.
gun, and sat on his porch to await -Lord fleet yesterday to take
Mr.
RHE
the arrival of the frog hunters. De- Lord and his family, of Chicago, on Philadelphia
2 4 1
tective T. J. Moore was communicat- their annual pleasure trip up
the Pittsburg
0 3 2
ed with and started out to arest the Tennessee river to Florence.
Batteriess-Browli and Dooln, Lei'
frog hunters for trespassing, but
It was the biggest passenger and field and Phelps.
they -finished their sport before he packet trip the Chattanooga ever
reached the farm and escaped arrest. had when that packet left for ChatR H E
They hunted over an area of several tanooga at noon today.
Boston
5 8
miles for their horse and buggy beThe City of Savannah arrived at Cincinnati
1 3 3
fore venturing to the house to make noon today from the Tennessee river
Batteries--Dorner and Needham;
inquiry. Dr. Sanders stated today with a good trip and left after an Ewing and Schlei.
that he will not prosecute. In the hour or so for St. Louis. The excurfuture he will if any more poaching sion business with the St. Louis- TenAmerican League.,
occurs.
nessee river packets has been good
H E
this summer,
Chicago
5 8 0
The Peters Lee will arrive Thurs- Philadelphi
1 7 0
a
One Effect of Good Works.
day afternoon from Memphis with
Batteries--White and MacFarland;
every cabin engaged for the round Bartley .
and Powers.
trip to Cincinnati. Several Paducah
We have several good driving horses for sale at reasonable prices and
People will take the trip.
R H E
will guarantee them as represented. ('all and see them.
After unloading the lumber trip St. Louis
5 10 0
at Brookport, the Clyde returned to Washington
4 11 1
Paducah last night and has been reINCORPORATED
Batteries--- Powell, Buelow and
Fourth Street and Kentucky Avenue.
Livery and harding Barn.
ceiving freight today for the Tennes- Spencer; Smith, Patton,
and Hayden.
see river trip thisevening at 6
o'clock,
•
R H B
The City -of Saltillo will leave St. Cleveland
1 8 1
Louis tonight for the Tennessee New York
3 13 2
river, passing here Thursday evening.
Batteries-'- Rhoades and Clark:
The Inverness was coaling this Orth and Thomas.
morning to go to the Cumberland
river after ties for the Ayer-Lord Tie
R H E
company. The Pavonia also is being Detroit
3 8 2
stored
for a trip to the Tennessee Boston
You get handsome, well
7 15
appointed carriages
river after ties.
Batteries- Eubank, Willett, Dono"Great heavens, neighbor, what
when I serve you. We
Steadily the river is falling here van, Archer
and Schmidt; Tannehill
happened
ourglars.
give promt personal attire or what?"
and rivermen are beginning to wish and Criger.
tention at all times., a"
"Nope; la' wife's church is holding a
for rain. Pilots have to he more
rummage sale to get money to clothe
careful as the river gets more shalIt i estimated that the sun will be
the heathen."
low and the towboats watch the able to
supply the present amount of
loading of their barges carefully. heat for another
30,000,000 years.
Tows like the Sprague brought up
ten days ago of 67 pieces will not be
WICHITA GIRL, GIVEN UP
ON OF AN EARL
Don Cense...) Goes.
attempted in the low water. The fall
TWICE FOR DEAD, LIVES.
WORKS FOR LIVING.
since yesterday was .6 with a stage
Ste
of 10.7. Same date last year was
Wichita, Kan., July 10.-Afte•r be- Prefers Making His Own Way to
For beautifying your yards and
7.2. Not a drop' of Tain has fallen
Living Life of Ease.
Washington is all broken up over
ing an invalid for three years and
estimates on flower beds we
the prospective departure of Senor in the first ten days of July.
apparently dead twice in two days,
will call and see you. Phone
The Mary Michael left late yesterSchmaus Bros. for the largest
New York, July le.-Advices from Don Crisoforo Canseco, second secreEllie Wilson the 15-year-old daughday
the
for
Hatchie
river
after
logs.
and most complete stock of
ter of Bailey Wilson, of Wichita, London, published here today, state tary of the Mexican embassy, who
The Martha Hennen is laid up for
flowers and plantain the city.
arose from her bed the third day that the son of an English earl, has been transferred to Brazil. Cqnthe
present from slack business.
Free delivery to any
completely cured of all diseases, ao- whose name is not divulged, is living necticut avenue will never be itself
The Charles Turner is in from
part of the city.
cording to statements made by the In New York and working for a liv- again after Senor
Don
Crisoforo
the Cumberland river with a big tow
girl and by her mother. Dr. A. 0. ing, having of his own choice given goes. To that a la mode thoroughof ties.
Burton, who attended her and pro- up a life of ease because of a desire fare, and to the downtown hotel at
Beath Phorsece 192.
The Russell-Lord arrived
today
which
he
has
to
work and make his own way. The
lived during the connounced her dying, says he cannot
from
St.
Louis
and
will
go
to
the
siderable
period that he has been a
understand her remarkable recovery, Shipping Gazette first gave the news,
saying that the young man worked part of Cousin Diaz's diplomatic es- Tennessee river after ties Thursday
as he believed she could not live.
or Friday.
Eula tells of a vision she saw while his way across the Atlantic in the tablishment here, he has lent a grace
The Joe Fowler returned the Chatsupposed to be dead. She says she stoke hole of a liner. Inquiry at and a distinction which well informnot possibly tanooga's excursionists to that packet
was conscious of an ascending mo- Southampton is said to have con- ed persons say could
this morning and left at noon for Evtion, and that she was borne to firmed this and developed the addi- have been otherwise obtained.
ansville
again.
No
day
was
too
stormy
for
Senor
tional
fact
that he made a good recheaven on a white cloud, attended by
The Reaper is expected up from
angels. She also told of meeting ord and was offered permanent em- Don Crisoforo to favor Connecticut
there people she had known in Butler, ployment on the steamer, but de- avenue pedestrians with a sight of Memphis with empties in a few days.
The Dick Fowler had fair business
clined, as he preferred to take his his faultlessly-attired form and his
,to., three years ago.
stern, strong, interesting face. Some- on the down trip to Cairo this mornchances
in New York.
Six hours after she was first betimes he rode, but more often
.
he ing.
lieved dead, she revived and was
wa:ked, slowly, and with the dignity
With the St. Joseph and the Berne.
semi-conscious for a day. Then she
True religion is the root of all re- Isefitting
a diplomat, his walking- Ice on the ways, the full force is at
was again epparently dead, and all form.
stick describing exact geometric de- work. Low water will send
Opens
many
ararngements had been made for the
signs in the air meanwhile. So often beats to Paducah for repairs.
funeral. About ten hours later she
AGE NO BAR.
was he seen on the avenue, indeed,.
was fully recovered.
that among the coarse, unfeeling hoi
Official Forecasts.
Everybody in Paducah Is Eligible. polloi there grew up a belief,amountIn
Among other summer needs is an
The
Ohio
at Evansville and Mt.
ing aignost to a conviction, that Seelastic currency that can be stretched
Vernon
not
much
change
during the
Old people stooped with suffering, nor Don Crisoforo did comparatively
far enough to cover the ice bills.
Middle age, courageously fighting, little work at the embassy. But whe- next 12 to 24 hours, followed by a
Youth protesting impatiently;
ther he worked at the embassy or slight rise. At Paducah an Cairo,
Many a man wakes up to find out
Children, unable to explain;
not, he certainly worked. No man will continue falling during the next
that "good fellow" is only a Potter
All in misery from their kidneys. could change his clothes as often as two days.
name for "fool."
The Tennessee from Florence to
Only a little backache first.
Senor Don Crisoforo changed -and
Comes when you catch a acad.
changes-his even with the aid of a the mouth will probably continue fallOr when you strain the back.
battery of valets without the expen- ing slowly during the next 24 hours.
The Mississippi from Chester to
Many complications follow.
diture of much Physical energy. His
Urinary
disorders,
diabetes, family is one of the wealthiest in above Cairo will continue rising slowBright's disease.
Mexico, and Senor Don Crisoforo ly during the next 24 hours.
Changed Every Night.
For
Doan's Kidney Pills cure back- probably has spent more money in
The
ache.
his apparel than any man in WashEvening Sun-IOC. a week.
Cure every form of kidney ills.
ington.
John Stanley, farmer, living ax
He has been a prominent figure In
AI&
miles south of Paducah, Ky., says: that section of "Washington society"
'My little boy aged 12 years, has what affects the diplomatists, and
been a lenfferer from weak kidneys his intimates are deeply
regretful
for a number of years. He did not over
his
prospective
departure.
have any control over the secretions While the Mexican embassy has givand this revised us much annoyance, en out nothing in the premises it is
expecially at' night, as they would, known that Ambassador Creel and
pass from him without his knowl- his staff realize that it will be quite
Speaking of cigars made in
edge. He complained of his back Impossible to get another man like
paining hint very often and last istita- Senor Don
Crisoforo Canseco to
Paducah, we believe we have
mar his general health failed him. take the post of secretary when that
in the "222," "4-11:44" and
We were annoyed 'every night with valued member of the diplomatic
"7-11" the best five cent
the kidney difficulty and lie com- family departs Rioward.- Washingplained of his hips and back all the ton Herald.
cigars you can find anywhere.
time. We had a doctor from LouisThey are made by skillful
ville treat him, but one week he LEACH MAY BE RFAD OF MINT.
union men, of selected mawould be better and the next worse.
I had often real*
" of Doan's Kidney Secretary rortelyou Reeomniends the
terials, and are kept :n perPills so decided to give them a trial
Frisco Man to Succeed Roberts.
fect condition in our specially
and procured a supply at the DuRole
constructed humidors. When
Son & Co.'s drug store. He took them
Washington, July 10.- Secretary
U directed and at the end of the Cortelyou has recommende
we say *that, we have done
d to the
first yeek he was much better, as he president the appointment of
our best in an ail-bnt you
Frank
coital control the eecretions and the A. Leach, the present
seperintendent
ought to try a few of the
annoyance at night which had caused of the mint at San Francisco,
as dime ati much work and worry was re- rector of the mint to succeed
cigars; that's the true teat.
George
moved. We continued to have him E. Roberts, resigned.
take Doan's Kidney Pills for three
Months when they had made a most
"What does alcDobbs call his ee•
complete cure and he is now strong rids of pictures of the
moonshinere
-tau EoaluellY eamiatstirs.7."
'Far Mile kr all dealers. Price .-10 f -lii-111.11 life, I bPliPve."Either Phone No, es.
f.pn tot.
Foater-Milhiirn Co., Ilu fie In, land Leader.
New York, sole Agents for the United
Agent fo• erlainal A llegretti
Stat4.6.
There's an awful ',lump in the mar(and len
Remember the name - Doan's
ket when you try to dispose of exand take no other,
poriesce that costa you dear.
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Undertakers and Embalmers
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Paducah, Ky.

1 Marks' Forced Sale
John B.Stetson 5.00
Raw Edge
Hats

3.45

•

THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY

BACKACHE AND
DESPONDENCY
Are both symptoms of organic de.
rangensent, and nature's warning to
women of a trouble which will sooner or later declare itself.
How often do we hear women say,
"It seems as though my back would
break." Yet they continue to drag ,
along and suffer with aches in the
small of the back, pain low down in
the side, dragging sensations, nervousness and no ambition.
They do not realize that the back
is the main-spring of woman's organ.
MI55 LEN A NAGE L
ism and quickly indicates by aching
a diseased condition of the feminine organs or kidneys, and that aches
and pains will continue until the cause is removed.

stt

Lydia E.Pinkham's Vegetable Co pound
made from native roots and herbs has been for many years the most
successful remedy in such cases. No other medicine has such a record
of cures of feminine ills.
Miss Lena Nagel, of 117 Morgan St., Buffalo, N. Y., writer- "I was
completely worn out and On the verge of nervous prostration. My back
ached all the time. I had dreadful periods of pain, was subject
fits
of crying and extreme nervousness, and was always weak and tired.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound completely cured me."
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound cures Female Complaints,
such as Backache. Falling and Displacements, and all Organic Diseases.
Dissolves and expels Tumors at an early stage. It strengthens and
tones the Stomach. Cures Headache and Indigestion and invigorates
the whole feminine system.

t‘p

Mrs. Pinkham's Standing Invitation to Women
Women suffering frora any form ef female weakness are invited to
write Mrs Pinkham, Lynn, Mass. Her advice is free.

Keep Posted!

4

World's happenings, State, National and Foreign,
Markets, Sports, Etc. The following papers delivered each day. No extra charge for delivery.
The Courier-Journal
Louisville Times
The Commercial-Appeal
St. Louis Republic
The Record-herald
Chicago Examiner
The Globe-Democrat
Chicago Tribune
The Post-Dispatch
Nashville American
The News-Scimitar
Cincinnati Enquirer
The Star-Chronicle
Chicago Daily News

JOHN WILHELM, Local Circulator
Register Office, 523 Broadway

•

The Best Carriage
Service in Paducah

HOtel Marlborough

Broadway, 36th and 37th Sts., Herald Square, New York

ANDERSON, PHONE 915

Most Centrally Located Hotel on
Broadway. Only ten minutes walk
to 2$ leading theatres. Completely
renovated and transformed in every
department.
Up-to-date in all respects. Telephone in each room.
Four Beautiful Dining Rooms
with Capacity of 1200.

FLOWERS

SCHMAU5 BROS.

Wallace Park

CASINO

Moncrief Stock
MONDAY, JULY 8th

Repertoire of Popular Dramas.

EVERY NIGHT

Prices 15c and 25c

Paducah Cigars

JrLY to. •

•

BASEBALL NEWS

RIVER NEWS I

,

The Famous
German Restaurant
_mar:

Broadway's chief attraction for Special Food Dishes and Popular Music.
Esteems Plan. 401 ikons.
2110 Laths.

F tcs foe Rooms i1.50 and upwind. $2.00 and .11..ard wtth bath.
Parlor. Bedmorn sod Rath
$3.00 and operard. $t.00 cora ',Nue two pluton.. occupy a
GI
istrtgls roan.
•
WRITE FOR nom:t.rT.

SWEENEY-TIERNEY HOTEL COMPANY
E. M. TIERNEY. Manager

W. F. Parton.
Preeident.

R. Rudy,
Cashier.

P. Puryeur
Assistant Cash le-,

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
Inostrporated
0114:0ffal r•-e••• arnr•-•••'•%•-•1••
!Surplus
040 a
Stockholders liability .

a-

..a • •
.• ••NM••••

$100,000
urror• 50,000
.........e.-... 100,000

a

e•

•
Total security in depoeli ors
aarso,000
Accounts of Individuals and firma solicited.
We appreciate
mall as well as large depositors and accord
to all the same
courteous treatment.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS

FREE PICTURE SHOW

FROM 7 TO

00LOCIL.

Third and Broadway

UNION MEN
222, 4-11-44
7-11

FIVE CENTS

Wade Brown

Ettrle Joy rtes

BROWN & MANES COAL CO.
NORIONVILLE AND PITTSBURG' COAL
Agents for

Nurtonville Coal

Will J. Gilbert
4th and Broady/sir-

Lump, per'bushel . .
. . 13c
Nut, per bushel . . . . . . 12c

Pittsburg Coal
Lump, per bushel . . . . 1 4c

Cord Wood and Kindling

i nth and Ilarristm

Old I-'horte 7479

•
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SOUTHERN FARMERS
RAISE TEA PLANT
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HAMMOCKS

Anierican'a Last Week in England Is
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variety—the most complete assortment
ever brought to this city---and the best
made, too, the celebrated Palmer Royal,
which lasts several seasons—doesn';1
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$2.00 Up
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be without one.

•••••••••••i.
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REDUCE RATES
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Real Estate Agency.

Render Coal I
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Gee Whiz!
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-
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There is none better.
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CENTRAL COAL AND IRON CO.
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It is just what you need and can be
used for many purposes as well as
sewing. No phone orders taken.
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NOAH'S ARK

You can go it blind
and bt, perfectly sure
of catching a bargain
here this wet k.
Any suit you grab
is worth $5 more
than we charge.

Conic while your
is here.
20 per. tent• discount on all three-piece suits.

Noah's Ark Variety Store
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THE PADUCAH EVEINTIWG SUN.

FORTIFY PACIFIC;
WORK IS RUSHED

1‘.'
•...I.

I

EXALL
Cure For

Excessive Perspiration

Government ['ming Appropriiition Rapidly

MISINFORMED.

Farmer Real Hero of Terrible

Paducah people demand thj best and we
demands of the test people.

Throws Favorite Companion Clear of
Danger and Has His Oen
Head Crushed.

CHRISTIAN

COUNTY

McPH ERSIO N'S.

Motor Boat Garage Com an
General

the

1 EAST TENNESFIREPHONE CO.
American.German National Bank
Capital ......

..• a

11=0,000.00

:tuoriu
,pkhgoida„.
n4.1 aa
liadbilviiid
tled prows

100,000.00
230,000.00

Total
Total resource.

$300,000.00
.$085,1143.=

DIRECTORS:
W. F. Bradshaw, of Bradshaw & Bradshaw, Attorn
eys; 3. A.
Hauer, Wholesale Pottery; Louis P. Kolb,
of Kolb Bros. & Co.,
Wholesale Drugs; H. A. Petter, of
H. A. Petter Supply Co.; Boat
Supplies; C. F. Rieke, of 0. H Rieke &
Sons,Wholoude Dry Goods;
Muscoe Burnett, Sept. Ji Treas. Pad.
Water Co.
GEO. C. THOMPSON, President..,
T. J. ATKINS, Vice President.
ED. L. ATKINS, Cashier.

CITY TRANSFER CO
(Dauber's *Stable.
We are ready for all hinds of haul
ing.

TRUNK 499

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed,
Complete machine shop.
122-124 N.Pourth St.

Phones 7$7

SUMCRIBE FOR ThE SUN.-TEN CENTS A
WEEK

Trunks at extremely
low

411%%,111,
1111%Iv%1016%elk

%%V% 01011.1641v%

"YOU ARE LUCKY"

Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank

We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironer s.---Why?

STAR LAUNDRY
----Scrth Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.-

•

These are all
Hot days
We sing in praise
Of the gas range
Neat and cool.

I

210 Broadway

No worry, no care,
Just burn hot air
'Tis•the cleanest
and coolest of fuel.

I

The Paducah Light
and Power Company
Incorporated.

T. DoNOVAti. .
Airtttty

4111•1111.01

111111.111111111111Imel base "—Chicago Tribune

4

Now located at

Supplies and R epairs

•
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tell
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thought serious, until convulsions
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others have not.
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danger might be encountered. What- 1 togformed.
ever good effect may be had by send-I '
'As I had only one son not en- abundance of wheat and tobacco proing the ships there, it is contended. gaged, and he quite young, I thought duced and its fine quality.
will be produced by the mere an-:no more about the matter. It was a
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Bronston Indicted.
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Lexington, Ky., July • 10.--The
are to go later.
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'Didn't my secretary tell
outbreak on the part of Japan, the YOU about the appointment of your ments against Senator C. J. Bronston
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"My son went on the commission, licious shooting without
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ealthanged Immediately. The Impres- and Kentucky Democrats have won- with intent to kill, and carrying dead'
sion, however, which officialr seek to 'dered ever since how I secured the 11 concealed weapons.
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,convey is that the fleet is not to be appointment. However, Mr. NleKin- •t Senator Bronston immediately ap;sent to the Pacific as a menace to ley never forgot a favor and never peered In court and gave bond to the
tJapan or because there is any danger lost an opportunity to remember his anumnt of $'700, with W. J. Lough,of war, which is scouted, but to dem- 'friends." -- Cincinnati Commercial- ridge, and J. H. Barkley as sureties.
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need to make too early tut a ppeltratUV.
She wants a year iii Milani. another
3ear with Randegger or Leon', and she
might. if all went well. be a star."
His hearer chafed Inwardly, but only
Call, write, or phone for CATALOGUE and full particulars. Special
hazarded the °pillion that she was al1
OUSTS
ELLISON
ready a singer of rare intensity, while M'CLELLAN
SUMMER DISCOUNT NOVI ON. POSITIONS secured or MONIelf HACK
FROM POSITION;
as for a pwarauee---"Ah, there you are right," was the
ready rejoinder. "The Gayety is her
riedn piece. She would be admirable
Breach lists Keen Orowing Wider 244 Cielleges. 15 1.111
eUt..Ceba.
Address Draught's, a I'm-at Lit dl llso"i&i'sis
in light opera."
Since the "Rig Tim" SulliCollege Co., 'new-sweated.
The conversation languished. The
van Incident.
suggestion that Mies Atherley
as
best fitted for the stage was &Were
AIM
Mg to Philip. He wares- knew why.
The girl was given it hearty encore,
New York, July 10.--The storm
nod her next song was a simple huwhich has been threatening the city
morous little ballud about it miller and
Most noted waters and baths in America
hall for weeks
past
broke tudse
a maid. It was 01:MI11110Y sung mid
1111. IDE..
? A L. F' AM111.-.1( 'RESORT
acted. The (Title leaned back In his when Mayor MeClellen removed CorElectric lighted, Steam heated, Capacity 600 guest&
chair and smiled at Philip with lite in- poration Counsel Ellison, demanded
the resignation of Civil Service Cone
No Mosquitoes, No Malaria. Twenty Distinct Springs
dulgent air of the man who says:
BATHS-Sulphur, Mud, Vapor and Massage.
Iniseioner Talley, and accepted the
"I told you so."
A MrSEMENTS--Dancing, Bowling, Billiards, Tennis, Hunting.
resignation of Street Cleaning ComSoon Philip rose to go,
Fishing.
"Good heavens, man, you do not in- missioner Craven,
Rates if 11110 50 per week, 125 Is $37.50 per mutt Special Rates tit families. Patties sad
The Into or put an end to all spectend to leave before lowkacsy plays
Claret Refaced Round Trip Rates et dl 40 over leers Cenral Retinae
the suite io F minor?" queried his ulation by announcing that he ban
.12CKti t312.(3S., OWNERS AND MANAGERS GRAYSON SPRINGS U.
ME.
made these changes in his adminiS2
untaxed acquaintance.
S
.
tratien:
mosimnamemieceemmisems
"Sorry. I have an engagement."
Francis K. Pendleton, appointee
lie quitted the hail, his tall figure
riveting a good utility eyes as be made corporation counsel, vice William F.
his wuy toward an exit. One man, Eliison removed.
was
James J. Martin, appointed city
dein!
wittehing from the gallery. smiled cynsim
Ved in ssafe
Canbeenio
on
the
chamberlain, succeeding Patrick Keeleally and rose at the sante time.
Philip found the foyer to be practical- nan, deceased.
OR COMFORT, REST A'. 0 PLEASURE
ly deserted. He asked a policemau bn
Walter Benzel, appointed commisIt offers an unequalled ,portunity
duly to call Mr. Anson's carriage from sioner of street cleaning, vice Mar
hoot Class Only-Passenger Service Exclusively
..st boat ftto r pod frsr moon
Modern comforts electriCI;ghtinc_a.:;.1vi
the ranks; and a footman came, quick- Donough Craven,'resigned.
"dr, travel right.1Parm Mallows Worlds Issstoson Manaus. Praals•
feet, Charle•ala, P1,1•014ey. Harbor asprI•ga and Elass.141ea,
ly running lest he bad incurred a repriFrank L, Folk, appointed a mem00.111.51.
tor Detnall. Errata,'MIMI. •rei al1 Inner= and
Oaaadlaa Potato 5,5 ialioot our Welek-ea.• Trio tor /Swanson if
mand for not being on the lookout for ber of the civil service commissee
en. For Parma, Boot 1.48 arvi H....aarvatione. addraao.
his master at the cutrince.
vice Aified J. Talley, resigned.
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In a very little tiwe Miss Atheriey
Ousting of Ellison No Surprise.
appeared, and with her a handsome
The removal of Sillson was no surelderly lady, who wee quite obviously prise. That the mayor and El:leen
The Sedan-Chair.
beasts of burden. Sir S. Doneouthe is
her mother. The girl was radiunt. She were note on friendly terms was a
Perhaps some expert in the Siam- credited with having introduced them
never expected a cordial reception from matter of common knowledge. The
ese language will tell us what is its to London in 1734. And Bath knows
a high class audience, such as gathered breach between them came after
the word for "sedan-chair." When
the the Pickwickian sedan-chair to this
to worship the violinist.
so-called peace conference between
"Mother dear," she cried, "this is Mr. Ellison and Big Tim Sullivan, which king of Slant's minister, protesting. day.-London Chronicle.
against his majesty's favor toward
ADSoll, who very kindly came to my
was supposed to have been engineetrecently that
assistance When ii cabman gave me ed by Morgan J. O'Brien, with the motoring, suggested
The population of Paraguay has
"the royal sedan-chair" was always increased in 35 years from 200,000
some trouble last night."
consent of the mayor and Charles F.
at his disposal, it was improbable that to 700,090.
Mrs. Atherley gave him a pleasant Murphy,. for the
purpose of bringing
greeting, but turned to her daughter.
about peace between the city hall he used a mord rentiniscent of the
French town. For it is front the
"Why didn't you tell me of any dis- and Fourteenth
Use Sun -vent ads. for results.
street.
pute when you returned home? You
After Ellison and Big Tim had met scene of Napoleon III's collapse that,1
know how nervous I am when you are
about half a dozen times Ellisou the sedan-chair takes its name, and ;
out at night."
gave out a statement in which he as- perhaps remote posterity will supThe girl laughed merrily.
9
sereed an understanding had been ar- pose that It had some connection with
"You have answered you: own quesREMOVED TO THIRD AND
rived at betvgeen the administration that event. But Sedan first produced
tion, carlstsitaa. That is precisely why
and the leader of Tammany Hall, in- these conveyances centuries ago, and
KENTUCKY.
I did not tell you."
•
they were seen in England in 1551.
eltlieseeteberleve was good penile), to dicating that the mayor had dropped One used
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against Murphie and adding
permit me to meet you here after the
provoked
great
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concert," putt in Philip,- "so that I that there would be no appointments
against the employment of men
as
fright add my assuranees to her rem of men to office "who may be inine.
that the affair was of no consequence. cal to the organization or its leadIt is early yet. Will you come with
As the announcement brought
we for some supper. and thus eive
Mctee a chance of telling you bow muck forth comment unfavorable to
Betoctkpeort,
METROPOLIS, ILL.
Clellan, he immediately began to
I enjoyed your daughter's singing?'
SI
Rites
a Bay.
Everything 01
Wise Philip, to pay court to the sidestep the supposed agreement,and
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
ars. J. A. laden, Proprietress.
mother.
s
has
hince.not been friendly with Ellison
Ieweea and best hotel in the HOMrs. Atheriey, in no way deceived.
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yet gratified by the deference showu
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to her, gave the girl a questioning
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"Oh, do let us ge, mamma: I am
Pie city.
Cuts,
Lumbago
famished. I candkiTy admit it. Mr. pains. Buy it, try it and you will alCOMMERCIAL PATRONAGE SO1bo.who has
Anson, I have subsisted since lunch- ways use
,
has rd's Snow
tA Liniment
it'‘Tnd
LIOITED.
Round trip excursion rates
eon without a morsel."
proof what it does. All we mark of you
"We will be delighted"- began the is to get a trial bottle.' Price 25e, 50-•
from Paducah to Cincinnaut;'
$1.00. Sold by J. H. Oehischlaeger,
older lady, but her attention was at- and
St. Loomis and Memphis, which
Lang Bros. and C. 0. Rirbee
tracted by the footman holding open
are as follows:
the door of the carriage.
Sandy's Query.
THE
AND
"Is that carriage yours?" she said to
Paducah to Cincinnati and
A Scotehman and his four children
return
..
$11.00
entered a fine, fashionable restaurant
"Yes."
In London, Sandy ordered a betei.
St. Louis
"Where do we sup?'
WITH
... 7.50
of lemonade and five tumblers, nit
"At the Savoy."
waiter brought them, and
stool
Memphis
7.50
She flushed slightly.
some distance away to watch
thr
"Not the Savoy," she faltered.
proceedings. Sandy poured a IRO
"Why not, ruotherr cried the girl
spiritedly. "Mr. Anson, my mother lemonade into each glass, and then
does not care to meet associates of- produced a large bag of pastriesand
Office Richmond Houle.;
R0
8°LlttiBLVS7
;
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNTGri
of other days. I tell her she thinks gave each of the children one. The
Telept one 66-R,
SATISFACTOR
Y
far too nmeh el these considerations. waiter did not like to see this beha- GUARANTEED
ELF.FUNDED.
OR MONEY
Why should she fear to face them sim- vior in a high-class restaurant, and
called the manager, who addressed
ply because we are poor?"
"I think, Mrs. Atherley," he said Sandy thee:
"Do you know who I am?"
quietly, "that you are very rich, far
"Na," replied Sandy.
richer than many a mere de Lonnie
"I'm the manager."
we shall meet at the restaurant."
"Oh. are you?" said Sandy; "then
This neat compliment turned the
scale of the mother's hesitation. In- why the d:ekens is the ban' no play•
deed, site might well be proud of her ing?" -London Tit-Bits.
beautiful daughter.
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o
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And he held forth the lost portfolio.
CHAPTER XV.
7110 eabman was anxious to atone for
AIDA CRESCENT was little his share in the night's proceedings.
more than half a mile beyond
Philip tipped him in a manner that
the park. Philip thonght it :lensed the man to murmur his reuewee
due to the lady he had be- regret, but be was sternly told to go.
friended that she should know exactly Pbilipes own rewerd from Mies Allierhow he came to interfere in her behalf. ley was a warm handshake and n
She listened in silence, and when she grateful smile
as a suggestion of Filly
Thus a I skin affections, blotches, pimp es spoke there
He drove homeward, wondering hove
and eruptions as Well as scrofulous swel- nervoneuess oddly itt variance with her be could best help her in her career.
lings and old open running sores or ulcers spirited action of a few miuutes earAnd she, after kissing her mother
are cured and healed. In treating old lier.
"geed night," went to her room to wonrunning sores, or ulcers, it is well to le"I cannot urderstand It at all," she der also, but her wonderment was
mixttere their healing to apply to them Dr. said. "I ant teldotu out
so late. My ed with regret. For such a nice young
Pierce's All-healing Salve. If your druggist don't happen to have this Salve in pi-ere:stewed engagements tire few and man as Philip Alison must have troops
stock, send fitly -four cents in postage far between, I. am sorry to say."
of friends. lie must be rich. Ile
"Were you attending a rehearsal at must be far
stamps to Dr. R. V. Pierce. Invalids' Hotel
removed frOM the orbit of
and Surgical institute, lei teal°. N. Y.. and the Regent's hall?"
a girl who, whatever her birth awl
a large box of the "All. Reeling Salve*
"Yes."
breeding, was driven in the flower of
will reach von by return post.
"A rehearsal for M. Jowkacsy's con- her youth to earn her
You can't afreed to accept a secret oosliving on the
trem a.a substit;its for this non-alcoholic, cert?'
concert platform.
medicine OF 1:NOWN cONtsisiTmc, not
eYes."
Jowletesy won his laurels with sueven though the urgent dealer may
She fohtuteered no further informa- perb ease. Philip,
thereby make a little bigger profit.
steeing to the Poltion,
but
Philip
was
a
persistent
perDr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate
ish genius, found himself hoping that
and invigorate stomach, liver and bowels. Sen.
the fair' English girl might achieve
Sugar-coated, tiny granules, easy to take
"I do not remember another day in some measure of the raipturous apas cants.
my life previously," he said, "when so plause bestowed on the long haired
many fortuitous events grouped them- enthusiast. He murmured the thought
Doing Things Well,
selves together in such a curious reifies in
-einarded commonplace to his musical
...wit workers who gain a reputa- tionship. Even this adventure is o se- friend.
tion for doing anything take care quel to a priorsjpeldent. Just before I
"Impossible, my dear fellow," was
Joined in the chase after you I had the instant verdict. -She
that it is not lost sight of.
is neellocre:
They
continually will turn the converses- purchased some tickete for Jowkacsy's Just an average singer and no more.
mnsicale.
strangest
The
item
of
all
is
tion to a point where they can reMeets. is divine, but Rs exploiters sufthat I was practically walking away fer from the petty jealoutees of housemark, "Why, on such and such
a
from
direction
the
in
which I live maids. Jowlincsy can have no rivals
day of the week I do so and so. You
fellows don't know what hard work when my attention was drawn to the tenight. Eckstein is a master, of course,
cabman's behavior."
but a necessary evil as an accompa"Good gracious!" she protested. "Ant nist. The other artists are were till
The world judges a man by what
taking you out of your way? I ups-reel
he does best, not by the things he I
or they would not be here.
thought you merely happened to be but not
in the front rank. Listen. I
can do as well as anybody else. The
driving after es throw:el the park."
am eonnected with u choral society in
man who strains his energies to do
She invited no confidences. She _ae- my. -county, and
we. ones engaged
things remarkably well need not be
hered strictly to the affair of the mo- leaeitig
tenor it ad a second rate bariafraid he will leot get his deserts.
ment, and he had no option but to tot- tane. The
teem. had a name with fuerThe world Always is on the lookott Tow her
cue.
teen letters, and the baritone only own
for the man who can do a little bet"I do not think I have ever been in ee four. The unfortunate
local printer
ter than the rest of the crowd and, as
Regent's park before."
selected his type to till the lines on the
a great thinker remarked, even if
"What an amazing circumstance- bills by size and net by merit.
The
the man with a reputation built his
that you stould gallop off in such fash- moment the tenor saw
the four letter
house is the woods, the world would ion -to the rescue of an unknown
wo- man looming large across the poster he
make a beaten path to his headquar- man, I mean!"
absolteely refused to sing a uote tillters in the forest.
"That, again, is original fp nearly teas fresh bills were
printed with hie'
Sc).-'
.
fourteen letters in larger type. And
THE SMILE
"Are you a Londoner?"
we were compelled to hauler him. That
That won't come off appears on baby's
"To some extent; a little while each is nestle
face after one bottle of White's Cream
front the agent's point of
Verrnifuge, the great worm medicine. year. 1 live mostly en the sea."
view."
Why not keep that smile on baby's
that
"Oh,
accounts
for
your
gallanIf you keep this medicine on
When Miss Evelyn Atherley advanc•
you will never see anything else try. You are a sailor."
ed to the trout of the platform Philip
smilers on his faee. atm 8-., Black"A yaelestuau," corrected Philip.
sstli,
thought he had never seen R woman so
*rites: "'My- beefy _Arias
peevish awl fretful. Would not eat and - "How delightful! I have not even
1 'feared he would die. I used a bottle seen,the sea for ages. Otte has to work beautiful. She had the melee of a perfeet figure and the style or an aristoof White's Cream Verrnifpge and he
has not had a sick day since.' Sold by so hard nowadays to obtain recogniJ. B. Oehlachlaeger, Lang Bros. and C. tion. I do not object to the work, for melt She was dreersed in light blue
chiffon, with a spray of forgetmenote
0. Ripley.
I love music, but the bread and butter
the color of her eyes arranged across
aspect is disagreeable, and -and -you
the front of her bodice. Anson experi"Why force your child to learn
have learned tonight how eren the
eneed a thrill of pleasure when he saw
figures at so early an age?" "That's
small amount of publicity I have
that the banquet he caused to be forall right. I want him to be able to
achieved brings with It the risk of inwarded to her contained flowers of a
tell the number when he is knocked
sult."
kindred hue. The skill of the florist had
down by an automobile."- London
"By the way." be Kahl quietly, striv- correctly interpreted his descriptioe,
Opinion.
ing uot to add to the excitement under which, indeed, was largely guesswork
which she was certainly laboring. "one on his part.
of those men is named Victor Grenier.
A high forehead aud a mouth and
You ought to know." .
Office 204 1-9 Broadway,
chin of patrician mold gave an air of
"Thank you. How did you ascertain caste to an otherwise sweetly pretty
PADUCAH, KY.
Telephones: °tile° 330; residence it?" .
face.
"The cabman told me. He knew me."
987.
"By Jove," whispered the critic, "if
"The
cabman knew you?"
Office Hours: 8 to 9 a. in.; 2 tie '
she sings as well as she looks, I may
"Yes; I fly shout town in hansoms. be mistaken!"
p.m: Sundays, 2 to 3 p. tn.
I am too lazy to walk."
Her first song was Goring Thomas'
He regretted the slip. He was known "A Summer Night." Instantly it
EVANSVILLE.
PADUCAH
AEI
was
to
the
tribe
of
Jehus
on
account
of
his
CAIRO LINE.
perceptible that her voice was true,
•
generosity to their charities. Moreover, the outpouring of a soul. In volume
it
was not one of the order his horse- was in no way remarkeble, but
Ilvassvills. and Paducah Packet
its memaster?
ledious cadence was fresh, innocent,
('twerp,
:rated)
The girl laughed, with n delightful virginal. The notes were those of a
merriment that relieved the tension. • joyous bird.
"You acted like an indolentlierson,"
Anson, biased by other senthnents,
she cried. "Do you know, I felt that thought 'Re had never heard her equal,
you would have banged the heads of hut his friend, after joining in his 'vigthose men together in another in- orous applause.. gave hen a doucbe of
stant."
netnrnte judgment.
(Daby Except Sunday.)
Their vehicle slackened pace awl
"The old story," he prrowled--"a fine
Steamers Joe Fowler and John 8 curved toward the pavement iu a artist retarded. /14n11:1/SK Kin dies I. by the
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evans quiet attreet.
.
"Here I am at home," she said, aud
ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
•
Special excursion rate now in tet Philip assisted her to alight.
Ror the
Racing at Ascot.
"Oh,
music!"
she
my
suddenwailed
feet from Paducah to Evansville ane
Ascot dates hack a
acing
i Rat
ly. "I left it in that horrid cab."
retains, $4.f,O. Elegant muds on the
great number of years, and it is rePhilip repressed a smile.
boat. Tabl unsurpassed.
corded that Queen Anne was the
"Tell me your name," he Field, "and I
first royal personage to patronize the
will recover it for you early in the
STEAMER DIOS FOWLER
fixture in .1711. The first and accent]
morning."
Georges were not great patents of
"Are you sure? Oh, what a trouble
the turf, hut they toed race horses
Lome Pao ucah for Ceiro and wtto I have been! How good you are!"
I
on a large scale In order to encour"It is not the least trouble. I, took
landings at 8 a. m. sharpe, daily, ex
age their subjects, and George ill.
cabman):
the
number,"
Sept Sunday. Special excursion rates
We take pleasure in announcgave a plate of 100 guineas to he
"Indeed, indeed, I ant grateful to
now In effect from Paducah to Cairc
ing that we now have Denatured
icompeted for. Ever since those times
you. My name Is Evelyn Atheriey. I
and return, with or without meal,
Alcohol for our trade. It is to
the great annual festival on the fawould ask you to call stow day and
and room. Good music and table an- see my mother, but-mous Berkshire Heath has met with
be used for burning purposes
but"Surpassed .
royal favor. and King Edward has
"Yon do not wish her to hear of your
only, as nearly every one now
For further information apply to adventure tonight? It would frighten
scarcely missed a meeting there for
knows, butt for use in the arts
thirty years.-New York Tribune.
S. A. Fowler General Pass. Agent, cur her."
and mechanics It is the.. milt
"Site would be terrified each Bute 1
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, ai
economical and satisfactory fee
An Angler's Elyelum.
Fowler-Cruttheath & Oo's. gain went out alone. Believe nee I can III
-"known.
1
According to advert I senten ta all
afford a hansom, but I take one late at
Both oboes. No.
Cheaper than wood alcohol, it
summer resorts are alike. They are
night to please her, as the walk from
also burns without any of its
the best ever-- bet if fishing In betthe nearest bus route is lonely."
ST. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
"I think, Mrs Atherley," he said quiet- ter anywhere else than it Is in "Georoffensive odor. Next time try
"You are singing at the Regent's
RIVER PACKET COMPANY
ly, "that you are very rich."
gian Bay" we do not know where It is.
hall. I will be there. By the way,
it in your chafing dish or alcofamiliarity, but Mrs. Atherley, There le a greiter
showed
my Dame is Philip Anson."
variety of fish In
heater;
it will be a revelahol
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER.
being a woman, could not help being this water than anywhere else, and
The girl's big eyes-he fancied they
tion to you. Be sure to phone
troubled in the matter of dream.
were blue, but in the dim light he
they are always hungry. No one ever
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
"The Savoy- Rite niurneired as the counted the fish in the Georgian
could not be sure-looked into his.
!Bay.
Paducah druggist handles it.
glided
vehicle
sway
noisetired
rubber
There was a sparkle of merriment in
but those that have been caught there
Ma
there
cc
been
for
Imply. "I hit
Both Phones 756.
them, he Meech, -a quick pereeption
have been counted and eaten, and If
yenrs. Awl people at pepper are al- you
of a hint delichtely conveyed, But tthe
reed the government reports, on
wilys nillred so fieltiotinely. Cottle fisheries,
160
pt. and bottle: rre rebate
said quite pleasantly:
you know that Georgian
we
not""My last wing Is at 10:15. I will
for bottle.
Ray supplies more fish than any other
her
sten
atoned
her
The
put
girl
Isere the hail fir 10:30. I hope my
peter hefty of water in the world.
23c 1 pt. and bottle; 10c rebate
Leaves Paducah for Tennessee Myer mother will be with me. I will
wired.
be moat
The only place you can afford to fish
for bottle.
Every Wednesday at 4 g1.
(Continued ill Next Issue.)
pleased to see you there and thank you
is where the ash are numerous, leg
A. W. WRIGHT.'... .......Mender mute coherently. _LIM la passibte now.
311c 22t. abd bottle; Apo relate
and dellekttnt
-sherete-nrd--isseviono---reitto,
•
11etest
Venn"
7
t----7
4
-espertennt yhe reiesorley Amer.tor-bottle.: '
"; o Witt, ".• ,iiiiettesi„ Texas. says place Is Georgian Bay-so the fisherThis company is not responsible
Tate quick trot of a fast driven horse
.1 Oils and fever for men say, Suppose you *end for book-Ills daughter
for Invoice charges unless eolleetod by esenseround the 'earner.
, .1 net nmi too-thine
ito •e years; 1,,
fin he timed lier- let, leaned by Grand Trunk Railway
lime
that
wmild
the clerk of the boat.
Philip was 'assuring her that they
wir.
k",•11 house Plytetem free, telling ribotit the' home
oe
"ro
t
D"
i
h
t nay toe retueh
Special exteireion rates from radio wonki certainly Meet next evening
Without
Rnd
I It. Gehoechsae. of the twee pickerel, pike and the noPrompt Service on Telephone Orders. Jot it. • r.410, aoid
enh to Waterloo. Fare for the round when a bileideal pulled lip behind the
ble trout family. Address W. lobin.
set, Lane area siel • . 0. Ripley,
''Seventh and Broadveny,
trip $840 . Leaves Paducah erery waiting %Aid& and the driver teed i
see. '505 Park Building, Pittsburg,
TN; p.t_tivioNAul,s, you left HO."
Wevliveemtsix at I P.
The Evening etin--10e, a week.
ed •. •
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LAKE BREEZES

mANITou

HENRY MA1MEN JR.

NEW STATE NIEL Oak Dale Hotel

L

LEE LINE STEAMERS

- IttTHECOUCfl

• 1t

DR. 0. R. KIDD

CHAFING DISH

LUNGS

CURE

Dr. King's
New Discovery

f",_ouclis
FOROLDS

0. F. PHILLIPS, Agent

Enjoy,
the Delidhli
of a Lake Trip

Amy, Ciev Ned daily
3 30 A. M.
Leave clay lend daily . . . . .10.1s P. 311.
Arrive Deft ,it toi
y ... ;
5.30 A. M.

•Tutedert & Thunder,4.00 P. M.
Lc Delmit Morillays &•Sa'urdayi 3.00 P. M.
•Wohnsdays & Fr,Anys 9.30 A. IA.
/nor Trims per work Nonamamiad3anan IIns
Tri.Iron,
'Nastiest 'Nips Sanmoss Doren sad I`nosiand dolma July and
INA te No ,ieskion lotte t.A. C. A v. Liao ads osoran day asarnmalady batonse.o.m. Prom Inn
Ciawasad. Paa-la-May
8a4 Taa8.18.
Ilnia4 at ..mat stamp for illenralof paannIn. Mamas. I.. 41. lawn 0.)'. 5.. Intralt.
%kb

DETRO ir a CLEVELAND NAV.CO.
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Denatured
Alcohol
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SAL WINSTEAD

This is the season when
whisky is used frequently for
medicinal purposes.

Early Times
And

Jack Beam
Bottled in Bond

Nine summers
will meet
all the requirements.

•
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IlLE PADUCAH lf,yENING SUti.

rfreeee.

vacation among he Rockies

El Toys:. open thc year r

SURE ENOUGH

BY TELEPHONE

lora&
rand Canyon
CaliforniI4
Santa Fe
A

Ith:DXS*1

PARENTS HEARD OF MARRIAGE PARIS TEMPO SAYS WK MAY DO
ACROSS THE RIVER_
AS WE PLEASE-WITH NAY].

Very few peopee appetvie the
great value of .the small want
ads in the newspapers :

end

.‘iiss Minnie Roark Becomee Mrs. Austria-flungary Notices We Have
Claude Ford in Romantic naafi.One and Will Add Attache
To Legation.
Ion This Morning.

4

Cool Sierras AndScashore

Low rates all summer

III

National Educational Association
meets at Los Angeles, July to 12. Santa Fe
excursions via Grand Canyon of Arizona.
Specially reduced rates. Auk for N. 5. A. lades.

Early this morning at Metropolis
Miss Minnie Roark and Mr. Claude
Ford were married by 'Squire Liggett. On account of the youth of the
eouple the parents offered objeetious
to the marriage and last night the
couple drove to Metropolis and crossed the river and were married at 3
'clock this
morning. The news
,ame to the parents by telephone.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
Frank Roark, a foreman at M. Michael & Bros. She is a pretty blond
and a cultivated young lady. Mr.
Ford is the son of Mr. T. E. Ford, the
•
wholesale feed dealer, and a young
man of integrity. They will reside
on South Sixth street. In the message received this morning they stated they would return home tonight
or some time tomorrow. Then they
will seek their parents' forgiveness.

Fr

All the vosY

Summer tourist tickets to Colorado, Arizona and
r.alifornia. Liberal limits, diverse routes and stop-overs.
Aak for "'A Colorado Summer. ''Tllea of Gluons"
and -C.allawrala Sommer Outlage."

Me Colorado Flyer and California Limited-Santa Fe trains
st luxury and speed--afford a cool
Geo. C. Chambers, Gen,
trip over dustless tracks, protected
A. T. & S. F. Ry.,
by block signals.
309 N. Seventh St., St. Louis.
Fred Harvey meals, too.

I

Marks' Forced Sale
Men's 16.50 Suits
All styles

Farm Medicine.
Two tiny heaps of white chemical
substance and a piece of cotton wool
with some specks upon it constituted one of the scientific marvels exhibited at the Royal Chemical Society's conversazoine in London recently, Thit,*rgs things weighed an ounce
and a hart, yet were capatiTE
in=
creasing by a third the produce of
two acres of land. Prof. W. B. Hottomiey explained the properties of
this wonderful ounce and a half of
matter. "It is ane inoculating material," tie ratd-, "beneficial only for
heaps of white stuff are food material, while the cotton wool contains

BOY KNOCKED FROM TREE
WHILE STEALING FRUIT.

1035

bacilli, the baci:lus radissiola. It is
the latter whieh, operating at the
roots of the crop, takes the free nitrogen from the air."— New York
Tribune.
—Read the ads. and plan that
shopping trip-: for it is more inter.
eating to carry out Pfica than iris to
"hap-hazard" your way through life.
If you want to tete the loyalty of
your friends. mart the report that
you are bankrupt.
Triumph is a matter of
ing again.

simply

try-

4

Oa,

1

Marks' Forced Sale
Two Piece
Three Piece
15.00 Suits

.75
f r"Itta..)41160,011rw,

New Styles in Skirts
SHOWING THURSDAr

W

E intend to keep up our reputation in the
skirt line, as we have in other lines.
We are prepared to show you Thursday at least
100 new skirts with the new trimming and cuts,
also new cloths, etc.
We have a new lot,-, of our popular skirts at
$4i8. in black only.
Also an entire new ass irtment in black,
blues and browns, also plaids, to sell at $5 98,
$7 5., 18 00, $10 00, 112 50 and up.
Remember what gave us our reputation on
skirts this year. We have at all times given
the people better values at less money than it
was possible to be had elsewhere.

‘
'reatir Reduced
White Linen Suits Now'
- (Second Floor.
DAY OreelDet*
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Paris, July 10.— The Semi-Official Temps, after a careful review of
the events leading up to the decision
to send the American fleet to the Pi.
et& cease says that it was inevitable and adds:
"Redistribution of the fleet creates
Inquietude, yet the right of the
United States to send its ships where
it please* Is incontestable and is no
more to be criticised than the redistributien of the British fleet three
years
Navy Importance.
Vienna, July 10.— It is the purpose of Austria-Hungary shortly to
take official notice of the Importance
of the American navy by appointing
a naval attache to their embassy at
Washington. Up to the present time
Austria-Hungary has had naval attaches only at London and Rome,but
the coming autumn will see one sent
to the American capital.

Dfaybe She Is Not the 01117 One.
Peach thieves working in the early
hours of morning were routed from
the residence of Mr. Hatry Judd, 723
South Thirteenth street, this morning
between 4 and 5 o'clock, one being
knocked out of a tree, and later assisted over the fence with a brick.
Mr. Ed Wheeler, foreman of the
I C. tin shops, residing next door to
Mr. Judd, IS an early riser. He got
up this morning and hearing voices
In Mr. Judd's yard looked over. He
saw a small boy watehing the -Judd
residence for any sign of life within.
New .the xecond boy.sitting up In
Mr. Jud-d's prize peach tree picking
peaches and stuffing them Into his
shirt bosom. Mr. Wheeler secured a
few "alley gnus" and cried out a
Banker's Daughter-The baron loves
sentinel jumped
warning.
The
me. He proposed to me today.
quickly aside as a large stone whizzed
Her Friend-Then he loves you. But
towards him. The boy in the tre do you know
whether he loves any one
was not so fortunate, received a blow eise?-JUgend.
in the side which dislodged him', but
when he struck the ground was up PEACE DELEGATE .E1' TIRED.
In a second and off. Wheeler let fey
other brick as the boy leaped for Proposition at The Hague to Take a
the fence, and it landed true, helping
Vacation.
the lad over.

Some of the Things The
Sun's Have Done

/

Very few of the people, when reading the want ads,
which
probably 85 per cent of the readers doe ever realize just
what
stieendid opportunities a three or four line notice wilt do.
A few days ago a reader of The Sun, who had just
installed himself in a flat, purchased new furniture for
the entire
establishment, -lied to leave al% cite, due to a change in his
business. "What shall I do with this outfit," he
thought.
Then be remembered the Sun want ads, put four lines
in for a
few days and sold all the furniture,at splendid prices, in a
few
days.
This is but one of the many incidents of a similar nature.
You 'may not have an outfit of furniture to sell, but,
you
may have something around the house some one may want—
an old carpet, or range, some musical instrument, or
bit of
furniture. A want ad. is a fascinating thing, for nearly every
one reads them.
Try a want ad. for yourself, and test its merits. The cost
is one cent a word for one insertion or three cents a word
for a
week, cash with order.

THE SUN.....PHONES 358
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DETAINING WOMAN CHARGE
BROUGHT AFTER MONTHS
Tenie Glore, colored, a
widow
about 50 years old, swore out
a
warrant against Tom Howard, colored, charging him with detaining her
against her will. The case is set for
trial tomorrow morning in the police
court. The woman claims she was
followed from
her residence near
Twelfth and Harrison streets, on the
night of December 27, 1906, to Andrecht's store and back home, where
the attack was made, and that Ho*ard is the guilty person. She failed to
explain why she had not taken action
before, Howard having 'been herb
since the alleged assault. She had
Howard expelled from his lodge because of the charge.

The Hague, July 10.—It was reHENPECKED; COMMITS SUICIDE ported today that M. Nelidoff, president of the peace conference, is deMichigan Man Kilts Himself When sirous of leaving The Hague July 20
Compelled To Do Housework,
to take a fortnight's cure at some
spa and it is considered possible that
St. Joseph, Mich., July 10.— Be- the conference, like that of 1899, will
cause he was compelled to do house- then suspend its sittings, enabling
work drudgery, in addition to hes the delegates to take a vacation.
day's work as a painter, Frank McThe Italian proposition regarding
Giness of Eau Claire, committed sui- blockades, submitted today to the
cide today by taking laudanum. MC- subcommittee dealing with the quesChief Parker.
Giness awakened his son early thie tion, comprises seven articles. It,
Ambassador Bryce is not the only
morning and told him that he had gives the judicial definition of a block famous man who
has fraternized
taken poison. The lad ran for a phy- ade 'and establishes that to make it with Quanah Parker, chief of the
sician, but before medical 'aid came effective a blockade must be officially Comanches, although not all of
the
the victim was dead.
declared and the neutral powers must Indian's prominent visitors have smobe notified. Vessels attempting to ked the pipe of peace with him, as
run a blockade can be seized and the the dispatches say King
Edward's
The Terrible Intent.
ambassador did. Parker has amassed
vessels and careoes confiscated.
Dr. Ruy Barbosa (Brazil) present- much wealth and he lives comfortaed a proposition modifying the Amer- bly and happily on his ranch in Wesican proposition on the subject of im- tern Oklahoma. He was one of the
munity of private property at sea, admiring throng wbiela greeted Pressuggesting that the rules regulating ident Roosevelt when two years ago
private property on land be extended the chief executive went wolf huntto naval warfare, with the addition ing with Cecil A. Lyon and Sloan
Burke Burnett's "Big
that when the commander of a bel- Simpson in
ligerent fleet, by the necessities of Pasture", which is in Oklahoma, just
war, is obliged to seize and destroy above the Red river. At Frederick,
a merchantman belonging to the ene- where Mr. Roosevelt and his party
left the train and mounted
horses
my he must deliver to her captain a
for the ride to the pasture some
put
him
enabling
statement
to
written
miles distant, a stand had been erectin a claim for indemnity.
ed in the main street of the village,
The child (after silent inspectioneand, of course, the president had to
Well. I don't understand why ma says
"Yes," said the musical young wo make a speech. Parker was presentit's easy to see througleyou. Mee Jenks.
man, "we spent the whole evening ed before the president ascended the
You're so thick.-Brooklyn Life.
trying to play a new sort of polka," platform, but his name did not Im"You don't say," replied Jack press itself on Mr. Roosevelt's mind.
Potts. "What was the limit?"— In the course of his brief address the
American Slang In Iteteri.,
The universal spread of American Philadelphia Press,
president, referring to the progress
slang is amazing and the globe trotof the Territory, spoke of what the
tar Mesta adth .it Ia Lisa -most unex
Indians had done,
.
pected places. Last October
"Their achievements have been reAmericans
markable," he said. "Now, there is
wandering
about till
Piazza d'Espagna in Rome were acmy friend over there, Chief— Chief
—well, I won't atteuipt to pronounce
costed by one of the innumerable
small boys who sell postal card pichis name."
The crowd laughed, and even the
tures of the Holy city. He held ow
unemotional Parker, who at on his
a sheaf of postal cards and offered
horse close to the stand, permitted
them for sale. stating the price in
his stolid features to relax into a
Italian.
grin. The president assumed that the
The Americans did not care to buy
name was typically
Indian, and,
and, like his guild the continent ovei
therefore, difficult of pronunciation,
he followed them, and became a bit re
whereas, as a matter of fact, It has
a nuisance. But he was such a merr
considerably more of the flavor of
eyed little chap they had not te
Anglicism. and is spoken with greatheart. to_ see*k _bardils.him •
A'
HE sheath of straws
er ease, than the president's own.—
last. however, they felt obliged to say
which has been disWashington Herald.
"no" decidedly. It was then that he,

Is the lucky
number

T

surprised them and gave them a'
queer little pull at their American!
heartstrings by saying, his black eyes,
snapping with fun and the magnitude,
of the aettlevement: "Siteezloo! Skeedot)! Twanty-thr-r-r-reee!" Then he
vanished with a burst of laughter.
But the sequel was ectually inter
eating Late that same afternoon the
same couple came from the Cata
combs into the white glare of the
Appian way, five miles from the
Piazza d'Eeptiena. They had hardly
stepped into the street before the
same urchin was at them again, and
when he recognized thehrn he was a
amused as they. This time he 4,,
not offer them any cards, but ctimi,
held out his hand and said: "Slic,
doo! Skeedzio! Twanty-thr-r-r-reee'
And he got his generous, sold, as he
knew -mtlte--wcfl----he----wcrwilE-34ese•
York World.
Clisthenes Introduced • the custom
of ostrachlem and was the lirst.to I),
haalshed thereby

1

played in our window for the
past ten days, was counted
this morhing and found to
contain 1672 straws, The
nearest guesses to the correct
number and the prize to each
are as follows:

Jake Friedman.._.........-1667
$7 50 Panama Hat.
Chas. W. Fisher.
1665
$5.00 Knox Straw Hat.
Dr. R. H. Starks, ftenton,
Ky.
$3.00 Ludlow Straw Hat.

01171

Matthew Hopkins, te witch finder.
was himself tried by his own tests
and put to death as a wizard

Marks' Forced Sale
Blue Serges
12.50
Suits

.50

1

Don't Forget—The Sun Does Job Work

Maish Laminated

Cotton Down Mattress
Regular Price $12.00

Red Tag Sale Price $9.00
When we say that we believe the Maish Laminated Cotton Down
Mattress is the best one on the market, we are prepared to back up
our statement with an ironclad guarantee. This Is it:

Try the Maish Laminated Cotton Down Mattress for
sixty nights. If, at the end of that time, you find It lumpy
or unsatisfactory in any way, return the mattress to us and
we will refund your money—do it cheerfully, too.

The extreme care used in ;he manufacture

of
makes us perfectly safe In this sweeping guarantee.
It is built up,

this

niuttrest;

layer upon

layer, of the finest pure white cotton
After it is completed. the Mattress is
antiseptically treated And thoroughly sterlized.
Each
mattress
I,
packed separately in burlap to protect it from damage, and
we deliver them to you that way. The mattress weighs full 45
lbs. and
Is made with either Imperial or roll edge, well stitched
and tufted

(the cut shows how).

FOUND
A gentleman's light
check coat on South
Fourth street. Owner
can have same by
calling at 012 South
Fourth street or at
store and proving
property.

The ticking is very heavy figured or plain

denim.

A

high

grade

product In every way, which we always null for $12.00, but
during
the Red Tag Clearance Sale, our price will be Just 119.041

J. L. WANNER
Jeweler
.111 Broadway

lit
44,

NM.

S444.

